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1.
The present invention relates to new and use
ful improvements in folding cribs for infants
and more particularly to an easily portable Crib
which may be placed on a bed, automobile Seat,

of the U-shaped rims abut and are closed by a
cardboard or other suitable semi-rigid wall 3

like crib including a bottom of light weight sub

Cover for the bottom of the crib.

Secured to the ends of the cover material as
shown at 4 and the rims are reinforced at in

tervals by means of upstanding transversely
or other temporary supporting structure to pro
positioned WebS or partitions 5 of cardboard or
vide a safe and comfortable sleeping accommo
the like placed in the filler and supported
dation for an infant.
thereby.
An important object of the invention is to
The opposed U-shaped bottoms 8 and rims O
provide a folding crib of light weight which may
be easily carried in a carrying case and Set up i of the head and foot Sections form a substan
tially oval-shaped recess 6 in the bottom of
in position for use without the use of fastening
which is removably placed or secured a rubber
devices of any character.
Sheet 1 to provide a water-proof protective
A further object is to provide a foldable tray

The Outer corners of the head and foot sec
tions may be cut at an angle, as shown at 8.
In the use of the device, the head and foot
Sections are set up into a horizontal position and
sofa, cushion as the cushioning means for the
placed on a bed or other suitable supporting
infant occupying the Crib.
A still further object is to provide a device of 2: Structure and an infant may then be placed in
the receSS 6 formed by the abutting rims of the
this character of simple and practical construc
Crib sections. The infant lies on the bed with
tion, which is neat and attractive in appearance,
relatively inexpensive to manufacture and other
Only the rubber sheet T between the infant and
the bed to thus protect the bed and to eliminate
wise Well adapted for the purposes for which the
any hard or uncomfortable surface occupied by
same is intended.
the infant.
Other objects and advantages reside in the
The rims will prevent falling of the infant off
details of construction and operation aS more
the bed and thus safely confine the infant and
fully hereinafter described and claimed, refer
ence being had to the accompanying drawings
the Soft material of the filler and covering for
forming part hereof, wherein like numerals refer ) the rims and the curved internal shape of the
to like parts throughout, and in which:
rims will protect the infant from injury.
Figure 1 is a top plan view with partS ShoWn in
When the crib is not in use, the head and foot
Section.
Sections are folded back to back and may be
placed in and easily carried in a flexible or other
Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view taken
substantially on a line 2-2 of Figure 1.
3 5 case shown at 9.
Figure 3 is an enlarged fragmentary Sectional
In View of the foregoing description taken in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings it
view taken on a line 3-3 of Figure 1 and
Figure 4 is a perspective view of a carrying
is believed that a clear understanding of the
device Will be quite apparent to those skilled in
case for the folded crib and with parts shown
in section.
40 this art. A more detailed description is accord
ingly deemed unnecessary.
Referring now to the drawing in detail, wherein
for the purpose of illustration I have disclosed
It is to be understood, however, that even
a preferred embodiment of my invention, the
though there is herein shown and described a
numeral 5 designates generally a crib of tray
preferred embodiment of the invention the same
stantially rigid material and a wall or rim of flex
ible material and which, when placed on a bed,
sofa, or the like, utilizes the bed mattress or

is susceptible to certain changes fully compre
hended by the Spirit of the invention as herein

like construction composed of a head section 6
and foot section 7. Each section includes a sub

stantially U-shaped bottom 8 of cardboard or
similar light Weight, semi-rigid material con
nected to each other at their end portions by a

flexible tape 9 to permit folding of the bottoms
of the sections against each other in back to

50

back relation.

Each section also includes a Substantially

U-shaped rim to formed of a flexible cover

secured to the bottom 8 at its edges and having 55
a soft filler 2 of suitable material. The ends

described and the scope of the appended claim.
Having described the invention, what is
claimed as new is:
A folding crib comprising a pair of U-shaped
rigid bottom members having the ends thereof
disposed in registry with each other, means at
tached to the registering ends of said bottom
members hingedly connecting said members to
each other, abutment plates carried by the ends

of each of Said bottom members, a pair of flex
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ible webs each having the sides thereof secured
to the edges of said U-shaped bottom member,
said webs being looped intermediate the sides
thereof and a soft filler interposed between said
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